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Evaluation and Spatial
Planning in Portugal:From
legal requirement to source of
policy-learning and
institutional innovation
Joao Ferrao 1
Joao Mourato 2

Portugal has a weak tradition as far as public policy evaluation is concerned. In tact,
the latter arose almost entirely as a response to extemal demands associated wIth
programmes involving international or European Union funding or
In this context, the evolution of evaluation in the field of spatial 1'1<1Hlllllg,
not a fOl1nal European Union cornpetcllcy, has followt:d its own particular course
to other public policies far more cxposed to normative
exogt:nous factors. In rt:constituting the history of this development we can see that
ovcr a period of 13 yt:ars the aims of t:valuation in the field of spatial planning have
become increasingly broad, growing from a simple assessment of policy cont;wm;
a Dfcemptive impact assessment and later on to an evaluation of territorial
nlanning processes and practices. This widened scope has meant that evaluation
planning is nowadays part of a larger universe of evaluative practices that
focus on the tt:rritorial natufe and impacts of specil1c public policies. This chapter
both the
and the tensions of that incorporation, and proceeds
to a critical analysis of thc purpose of the Territorial Impact Assessement instrument
and the conditions tllf this tool to be adopted in Portugal. Assuming a construtivist
approach, the need to transform spatial planning evaluation into a source of
institutional innovation and
is stressed as a crucial challeugc
the ncar future both at the European and the domestic leveL

Introduction
In

policy evaluation is only two decades old.
tor the access to both international and

implemented

lnstituto de Ciellcias Sociais da Univcrsidade de Lisboa, Portugal.
2. InstitulO de Ciencias Sociais da Universidade de Lisboa, Portugal.
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programmes, it has evolved strongly influenced by external and coercive factors (i.e.
EU regulations and directives). fn particular, spatial planning policy evaluation has had
a relatively late and singular start. At first influenced by non-ElI sources, and despite
the fact that spatial planning is not a fornlal competency of the EU, it has been through
the growing eUfopeanisation of spatial planning processcs and the strong influence of
both Ell environmental and cohesion polieies that the dcvelopment of evaluation in the
field of spatial planning in Portugal has taken place. This chapter will critically review
this development process.
In this sense, this chapter will: identify the
changes that took place since its
framing in 1998; detail the institutional contexts that conditioned such
r.n'1nO'''~· discuss existing tensions and future perspcctives. Particular attention will
be given to a possible adoption in the near future of tenitorial impact assessment
instruments (11A) and the potential obstacles it will face in a country that still lacks
a consolidated culture of public policy evaluation, and in a policy field whose borders
\vith other transversal yet more powerful policy fields (i.e. environment and cohcsion
are not politically stabilized.
Structure wise this chapter entails five sections.
The first section will illustrate the orif:'itls of the evaluation of
In

f:]

The second section will review the evolution of evaluation in the
field of
and identifv its contemporary development
introduce the TIA and
advantages and disadvantages in Portugal taking on this
the cun'ent institutional and cultural framese!.
The fourth section will address the slow yet apparently irreversible setting in of a
culture of evaluation in the field of spatial planning in POliugal and comment on how
the eventual adoption of the TIA would contribute to its consolidation.
the fifth section will conclude that the future of the TIA in Portugal as an
autonomous evaluation instrument will depcnd mostly on external decisions taken
at the Ministry responsible for
at the Ell level or on strong
The underlying message here is that it seems preferable that the EU pushes forward
tlle detinition of soft law mechanisms that promote the integration of the tenitorial
dimension in the existent instruments for integrated evaluation, deVeloping a holistic
and stable evaluation framework and a minimum shared approach to be adopted by all
member-states in the demanding post-2013

1. The origins of public policy evaluation in Portugal
recently that public polIcy measures, or private-sector initiatives affecting the
interest, have been subject to evaluation in Portugal. Given that the country lacked
in the field of evaluation theory, early evaluation projects arose
as a response to the demands of international or Ell funding programmes, and
focused largely on methodological aspects associated with the adoption
which at that time were new to Portugal.
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on evaluation date from the
19905 and relate
The
to specific programmes: thc Local Employment Initiatives Programme (Programa
ILE - lniciativas Locals de Empl'ego (Baptista and Henriques, 1992), the HORIZON
Initiative (Pegado et aI., 1996), the Public Administration
Programme (PROfoJ\P ~ Pl'ograma de FOl'mac;iio do Administrar;oo Publif'a (Pedroso et
01., 1994), etc. At this stage the main focus was on methodological aspeets as rel1ected
Problemas e Praticas".,
in the title of thc special J996 issue of the joumal
called "Evaluation Methods."
(2010:355) reminds us, it was only in 1998 that the first public sector
conference on evaluation took place, under the auspices ofthc "Jational Administration
Institute (Ins titUlo Nacional da Administrw;iio), the national body responsible for
publie sector managers and officials.
In fact, it was in tbat decade that the evaluation of public policy first
as a
selt~contained field in Portugal. This new context accounts for the publication of the
first articles which sought to summarize and transpose into the Portuguese reality the
debates and experiences of other countries, in terms of used methodologies (Rodrigues,
arcas of
1993; Capucha et af, J 996; Perestrelo and Caldas, 1996) and in
first in the lahour market (Pedroso, I
~l1d education (Estrela and
Novoa, cds, 1992), and later in a variety of fields: urban renewal (Costa and Guerreiro,
social work (Monteiro, 1996), regional policy (Ferrao, 1996), etc.
a document drawn up
The start of this period can bc said .to have been marked
by two foreign spccialists (Quevit and Marquez, 19(0), on the ex-ante evaluation oCthe
impact of the first Community SUDDOli Framework atmlied in Portugal (19R9-93t at the
request of thc then minister for
The evaluation of public policies has changed considerably in recent years. The
number of evaluation exercises has mUltiplied and there has been a far greater diversity
of aims, applications and methodologies used. In ['1ct, the very nature of the evaluation
process has changed. In the meantime, officials have acquired technical expertise
and specific epistemic communities have 'emerged, usually organized on the basis of
the field in which
is applied
environment, education, training, social
affairs, health, regional developmcnt, etc.) or in relation to specific instruments (c.g.
environmental impact assessments).
The website for the National Strategic Reference Framework Observatory
(Observatorio do QREN - Quadro de Referencia
Nacionaf), J the body
for monitoring tbe use of EU structural funds in Portugal, contains a series
of studies, guides and other evaluation documents. Although these are specific to its
sphere of action, they are a good illustration of how much progress has been made over
a period of only twenty years.
Even though there has been resistance to change and significant differences between
areas of application, evaluation increasingly ceased to be just a response to external
Ell) demands. It gradually turn out to he part of a newfOllnd public sector

3. www.observatorio.pt
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organizational culture and even a response to citizens who had both become more
demanding and were less trustful o[public institutions.

Evaluation and Spatial Planning in Portugal: From legal requiremenL

2.1, Deciphering the past: foundational factors and recent dynamics
Underlying normative /,,,,10.",,,",,,,,,,,,

2. The evaluation of public policy in the field of spatial planning
of evaluation in the field of
planning in Portugal has to be seen in
of two narratives which only recently have crossed paths: the
of spatial
as a public
and the history ofthe evaluation ofpubJic
While spatial planning is not a formal EU competency, it is clear that the development
of
evaluation in this field was slower off the mark than in other fields far more
ex,po:;ed to a direct EU influence, and that the first steps taken here were not based on
legal or
requirements
at the European leveL
Formally, the story begins in 1998, with the approval of the Territorial Planning and
Urbanism Act
de Bases da Polltim de Ordenamento do Territ6rio e de Urbanismo
at the end ofthe decade in which evaluation became established in several
public policy areas in
In the words of one of the experts responsible for
the act the way in which the scope of evaluation is enshrined in the LBPOTU reflects
not
much an EU iniluence bllt rather the work of the OECD. namely its Directorate
Public Governance and Territorial Development, and the Swiss Confederation's federal
Law of 1979 (Goll(,;alves, 2010).
Subsequent
according to the manner in which the
scope of evaluation in spatial
hence too the range of its purposes,
increased. Conseauentlv. its
a simple assessment
of
analysis of
territorial dynamics (systematic
of territorial trends and dynamics) and
planning
and processes (partieipative, eollaborative and deliberative planning,
institutional
The following is an overall analysis of that development and the
factors that influenced itS

5 In addition the references cited in the bibliograph
and discussions which took place at the conference entitled "Evaluatioll
Policies in
and in the National, Regional and Municipal
Ordenamento
Territorio e de Urbanismo no
e Municipal), organized by Ad Urbem and held in
on
and 27 November 20 I O. The relevant
conference documents have not yet been published, but most of the Powerpoint presentations carl be
accessed at http://www.adurbem.pt.
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evaluation

The TelTitorial
and
a coherent system of land management made up of national,
instruments (in essence, plans). This legislation pioneered, in the European context, the
to evaluate and monitor spatial
policy has to be hai,ed on
Under article 2R, evaluation of spatial
Status Reports" ("Re/a/arios sobre 0 Estado do Ordenamento do Territ6rio n
to be submitted every two years by the Government to the National Parliament,
by Regional Boards to the
Assemblies 9 and by Loeal Authorities to the
Municipal Assembly, describing how
policy instruments under their
have been applied. In essencc, this is an exercIse to determine whether
results mateh objectivcs, and to ensure that different plans and
are properly
co-ordinated
vertical coordination between local, regional and national planning
planning instmments and sectoral
instruments; horizontal coordination between
with a relevant territorial impact),
As tar as monitoring of spatial planlling policy is concerned, Article 29
for two mechanisms which would be set up in 1999 in the t(mn of an Observatory and
the National Territorial Information
(SNIT- Sistema NacionaJ de Informar;ao
it was the Legal Framework [or Territorial Management Instmmenls
Territorial), In
?pgime Juridico dos Instrumentos de Gestao
of 1999,10 which would set out
regulations and purposes governing both these
and allocate them a key
role in the production of technical arguments to justify proposals to change or revise the
various territorial management instruments,
Although this new legal framework goes into greater detail, evaluation is still
essentially an analysis of conformity, which seeks to ensure that the aims of each
territorial management instrument are achieved through improved execution (i,e.
results more in line with predefined objectives), proper co-ordination with other
policy instruments, and appropriate revisions if there have been, in the meantime,
significant economic,
cultural or environmental changes.

6, National Spatial Planning Policy
(Programa Naciona/ do Po/ilica de Ordenamento do
Territorio) and Sectoral Plans (Planas .,,,,,'fnrlfl'l,"
7. Regional Spatial Plans
Regionais de Onier,tarJ:lento do Territorio - PROT): 5 in mainland
Autonomous Regions, tbe Azores and Madeira,
Portugal and I in each
8, MuniciDal Territorial Plans (Planus MUllicipals de Ordenamento do ierritorio - PMOT): Municipal
the municipal level), Orb,m Development Plans, and Detailed Plans,
cds and Regional Assemblies were never fonned,
had been envisaged as part of
Administrative Regions in mainland Portugal, but this
was
in a referendum
in 1998, These bodies were therefore replaced by the Regional Co-ordination
Development Com
COllncils, respectively,
inittees and by
10, Decree-Law
0122 September 1999.
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Evaluation was thus introduccd into spatial planning as a management tool, aimed
at improving the quality and maximising the effectiveness oftcrritorial managen
instruments (i.e. plans). Seen in this way, the focus of evaluation is of course on
the instmment (the plan), not on the territory to which it applies, the people and
communities affected, or the institutions involved in drafting, carrying out and
the plan. Pinho (2010) and Oliveira and Pinho (2009, 20 lOa) consider
this perspective as a reflection of a rationalist approach to planning, focused on the
eparation ofplans and on the operational aspects oftheir implementation. In truth,
this perspective rdlects the modem technocratic nositivist naradie:m dominant at
that time not only in the field of planning but in
whole {Ferrao. 20

nreemntive impact assessment
is not a EO formal competency. Despite this fact, several authors have
the increasing convergence of ideas and practices in this field, in countries
different institutional cultures (Duhr, Stead and Zonnevel, 2007; Farinos Dasi
2007; Adams, 2008; Bohme and Waterhout, 2008; Waterhout, Mourato and
Bohme, 2009; Ferrao, 201 Oa). However, these authors do question how deep and
place will be.
some of the processes of relative harmonization now
In contrast, there is a EU policy for the environment. Its coercive nature
the compulsory transposition of EU environmental directives into each member-state's
national law. National governments are therefore more exposed to external decisions,
and the effects of those decisions arc more auicklv felt.
of pOlennal
It was precisely in this context that evaluation as preempti
adverse impacts achieved special significance in Portugal.
The Legal Framework for Environmental Impact Assessments (Regime luridico
da Avalia\:iio do impacte Ambiental) for public and private projects
effects on the environment" was approved in 2000, thus transDosing into
national law a EU directive of 1997. The preamble to the Decree-Law
this legal framework mentions that environmental impact assessments are a fundamental
preemptive instrument in environment and spatial planning policy. The approach adopted
is to focus on potential impacts, with the aim of avoiding, reducing or compensating for
e'-'Ut;"IL;;;U

negative impacts.
The actual content of Environmental Impact Assessments (EIA) varies, but it always
includes spatial planning aspects. The aforementioned legal framework dcfines the
minimal content requirements ofthe ETA, which necessarily include the location of the
project under review and the site descliption in tcnns of population, landscape, soil,
fauna and fl ora.

11. Decree-Law 6912000, of 3 May :1000, Article I. Environmental impact assessments for projects
nr~vinn<lv governed by Decree-Law 186/90, of6 June 1990.
March 1997.

on
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In 2007, and likewise as a result of the transposition of a EU directive,')
and programmes in addition to projects became subject to an environmental
assessment, under a new legal framework for environmental assessments. 14 AI!
plans and prograIllmeS became subject to this type ofenvironmental assessment, which is
more strategic in nature. For the sake of greater coherence and rationality of govemmcnt
environmental requirements resulting from environmental assessments had to be
taken into account, from that point onwards, in the
and approval of such
and programmes.
Bodies charged with drawing up plans and programmes arc required to ensure that
any resulting measures are incorporated into those plans. 11 is the duty ofthe
for the plan or programme to determine the scope and contents of the Strategic
Environemntal Assessment (SEA): mandatory nature, type of information to be
analysed, detail of analysis, etc. The outputs of a SEA of a
plan or programme
must be taken into account in the EIA of projects that fall within the remit of these
or programmes. This procedure will guarantee a greater coherence between
programmes and projects. It will also simplify the EIA processes of projects that fall into
this group, However, the rcsults of the SEA are not mandatory. In the case of a conflict,
the resDonsible Dubhe entitv Il1ustjustify why the E!A of a specific project failed to take
of the SEA of the plan or programme that emcompasses it.
nrpf'rtlntivp assessment of the environmental impact of projects
first, and plans and programmes subsequently inevitably had an effect on the "ray
cvaluati()ns were carried out in the field
pl1lnumg in
As with the previous type of situation
cvaluation normative factors
influenced the way these evaluations evolved. But unlike confomlity, the focus of
evaluation is now on the potential impact of plans and programmes, not on the plans and
programmes themselves, Evaluation is still seen as a management instrument, but from a
preemptive rather than from an executive point of view. Spatial plann ing evalllat ion thus
became somewhat more strategic, although strongly biased in favour of environmental
sustainability.
Three years after the abovementioned Ell directi ve was transposed into national law,
Strategic Environmental Assessments have been applied to various types of territorial
plans: Regional Plans, Municipal Plans and Special Plans (Conservation Area Plans and
Lagoon Plans, for example)
A survey carried out by DGOTDU in 2010, on approved municipal territorial plans
in mainland Portugal which had been revielVcd or altercd in the period between 24
September 2007 (the date thc new legislation came into force) and 21 April 2010, found
40 instances in which a SEA had been carried out. Soarcs (2008) has undertaken an
in-depth analysis of the benefits ofthc SEA Report which accompanied the revision of
the Master Plan for a suburban municipality in the Greater Lisbon area (Vila Franca de
Xira) and Ferreira (2009) has done a comparative analvsis 0[25 cases in which a SEA

13. Council and European Parliament Directive 200 1142/CE of27 June 2001.
14. Decree-Law 23212007, of 15 June 2007.
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level: 14 revisions of Municipal Master Plans, 6 new
Plans and 5 new Detailed Plans. However, it is still too
Urban
a rigorous assessment ofthe effects of this new requirement in terms
Regardless of the benefits which may arise from drawing up SEAs for territorial
or being altered or revised, it is important to underline how
plans currently in
this praetice required institutions and professional communities to work
while
having different cultures and
and technical backgrounds. An excellent example of
the types o[problems and tensions which can arise between institutions and professional
communities which do not have enough experience of collaborative work was the
somewhat complex production process of the Guide to Environmental Assessments
Ten'itorial Plans, jointly prepared by the nati.onal authorities for
and APA, 2008).

is based on the presumption that ovdc-,.,.,ot;"
Any
assessment
are in
mechanisms provided for under the law ~ the National Territorial Information
the Observatory for Territorial Planning and Urbanism, and the
Planning Status
clements in those
Reports at the national, regional and municipal levels ~ are the
procedures.
of the National Spatial Policy Programme, approved by the
The Action
National Parliament in 2007,15 reasserts the importance of those various mechanisms and
recalls that intervention under the programme should take into account "current territorial
dynamics" (MAOTDR, 2007:235).
although the Observatory for Territorial Planning and Urbanism has
been fi:lfmally set up, it is not yet active. The National Territorial Information
still in a consolidation
while very few authorities have pn)dllCe:d
Status Reports. Moreover, the delay in the operational kick-start of the
and Urbanism and the yet suhnar develonment of the National

Prada outlines a common
flexible to take on the existent territorial rl;"~r .. ;'" 16
15. Law 58/2007, of 4 September.
16. The proposed repOli structure includes: Introduction (.outline of the current municipal planning;
territorial and monitoring system outline); Assessment of Territorial Status
of the municipal
of the strategic planning framework (analysis
municipal planning
territorial
system
policies); and the Final Consideratioos (analytic.al summary, setting of future goals
and policv measures to be implemented, and improvements to the monitoring system) (Prada, 2008:
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The need for permanent and multi-scale evaluation of territorial trends and
from the need to meet leQal
but also from the
of modern societies. However,
the existence of a harmonised
system of mmcaror
states, their
Planning and Urban Development (DireCt;/io-Geml do Ordenamento do Territorio
e fJe.l'envo/vimento Urbano), at the national level, the
Co-ordination and
Development Committees, at the regional level, and the municipalities, atthe local level,
have committed to the establishment of systems of indicators or even observatories, to
enable them to undertake systematic evaluations of territorial dynamics.
A number of different factors justify that commitment from public authorities, some
of them technical, such as the possibility of common usage of geographical intcHmatiOI1
some cultural, such as the dissemination of more collahorative work
and others political, such as the conviction that the public pays increasingly
close attention to the activities of central, regional and loeal govemment.
In actual fact, the importance of this commitment is
political dC'cision-makers, the media, and even citizens
situations such as extreme weather events
;istent depopulation orthe hinterland, dramatic coastal erosion, and the sudden
(·"rnr...."ti{m~ which until recently ell1nloved thousands of
people.
However, the persistence of a top-down and sector-based organizational culture in
many parts of the civil ~ervice makes it difficult to share the necessary innxmatiol1
and to work together on common solutions. It is no surprise that the evaluation of
territorial dynamics is faced with institutional, cultural and evcn technical obstacles that
are impossible to ignore.
Unlike the two previous situations conformity evaluation and preemptive impact
evaluation - the impOliance with which spatial
bodies have recently viewed the
evaluation of territorial dynami cs is not so much the result of external and legal factors,
but of the
of two facts. First, that
world is more complex, diverse
and unpredictable, which implies the need for more
planning. And secondly,
that citizens have to some degree lost trust in institutions, while some academic sectors,
non-govemmenta.l organizations, and the media have hecome more demanding: this
more information available and
The concepts of evidence-based
still in their infancy in Portugal (FigueIredo, 20 I 0). But the need, by conviction or out
''''''''''" y, to adjust development paths, to make political options legitimate, and to be
accountable is increasingly recognised among puhlic hodies. To ensure that these aims
are met there is a need for current territorial trends and dynamics to be systematically
evaluated. In this case it is the territories undergoing
whether or not they are
affected by plans and programmes, which are the target of the evaluation exercises.
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2.2. A new strategic and integrated vision of spatial planning:
the evaluation of planning practices and processes
A.s in many other countries, spatial planning policy in Portugal has evolved
normati vc and static view of regulation of land use to a more
and procedural vision of tenitorial development (Ferrao 20 lOa).
In a country where there is little theoretical debate on the idcas and the mission of
spatial planning policies, this shift is the outcome mainly of the corning
of various
"Europeanisation" factors, each having a variable imDact but which tend to reinforce each
other mutually:
The "ESDP effect", i.e. the influence of the principles, visions and concepts adopted
1999), drawn
in the ESDP ~ the European Spatial Development Perspective
up by the European Commission
with senior public officials and political
decision-makers from all the member-states over a period of some 10 years;
The "Community Initiatives effect," i.e. the influence of the ideas that underpin
initiatives such as URBAN (for urban areas). Leader (for nlral
and
I NTERREG (for border areas);
i.e. the adoDtion of strategic spatial Dlanning ideas
The "practice emulation
then under development in several
was getting ready for the 1992
first strategic planning
At a much lower
the "ESPON effect," which, although it is a latcr arrival and
confined to academic and specialist circles, reflects the fact that ESPON
has established a
for
tor the production and dissemination of
infonnation and knowledge on the whole of the territory of the European Union.
The combination of these different effects has given rise to new ideas on spatial
planning and, of course, to new approaches to evaluation in the field of spatial )J,<tUlJ,'UiS.
On the one hand, the fact that plans are now more strategic in nature,
at
the regionallcvel (Regional Spatial Plans), means that they are assessed using methods
developed in the context of the evaluation of EU funded programmes, in
the Regional Programmes. Oliveira and Pinho (201Od) stress how the gap which
existed initially benveen planning evaluation and programme evaluation gave way to a
of the bond between
under the increasing influence
evaluation methodology on spatial planning evaluation l7 .

professional associations in Portugal: the APAI ~~Associa·
which is part of the International
) and constitutl's a d~bate platfonnon the ErA, SEA and other
deAvalia(liio (http://avalport\Jgal.word~
impact alsessment instmments, and
focllsed on public policy, programmes,
and organizational evaluation similar to
Amen can I'valuationAssociation, the European
Society, etc. Significantly, the members
ofthe plnnning epistemic community have no relevant position in either oflh~se associations.
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the 1990s Directorate-CTcneral XVI
this context, it should be recalled that
of the Emopean Commission (Regional Policies and Cohesion) promoted a number of
debates and published a series of documents and guides to evaluation
MEANS
Collection Means for Evaluation Actions
Structural Nature). These had a decisive
and policies in member-states which had no
influence on the evaluation
evaluative experience. From that moment on, and in less than twenty years, there
was considerable progress, as can be seen from an examination of the online resource for
the evaluation of social and economic development called EVALSED (EC, 2008). It is
this richer vision ofpoliey and programme evaluation which is the main influence on the
field of spatial planning today.
Amid this mix of influences, perhaps the most interesting case is the PPR Plan"
01 iveira and Pinho
Process and Results - methodology
and 20 IOc) to assess
based on several criteria, which reflect the elements of ex-ante
T'\p..,..f'r~rt"YV)1~""'':' of the UIaW'"U'
. This methodologv has been tested in the two

and comprehensive nature' of spallal
sallle time, the more
information, sharing knowledge,
new ways of communicating,
deliberation and governance, involving a wide range of stakeholders
in central, regional and local government, the corporate sector, n()n-govemmental
and the public as a whole.
This broader involvement inevitably presupposes pro-active management of the
ways in which actors are mobilized,
are co-ordinated, contradictory interests
are conciliated, and consensus and compromise arc achieved. This is reflected in both
the: purpose and practices of evaluation
and Coneeicao, 2010: Breda
Conceic;ao and M()ia. 2(10). This shift reflects the
positivist approaches to the
and technocratic modern
evaluation of results,

approacn also includes the evaluation
and innovation, and the institutional and

onhe Regional Spatial Plans (Planas Regionais de Ordenamento
do Terrtt6rio - PROT) approved in recent years illustrates this trend: To the evaluation
of
impact prevention and the territorial dynamics monit()ring, a series of
new evaluative concepts and practices are being added in line with both the evaluative

18. Ex-ante plan rationality dimension (4 criteria): internal coherence of the plan, phm relevance to
the
plan interpretation of the planning
and external coherence; Planning pertonnance
criteria): public participation in
making and implementation, plan utilization in
,kC1SIOtHtlalcinl!. and commitment of human
resources; Confonnance of rc,u]ts dimcn
effectiveness (plan results) alJd direction lor the urban development process {Oliveira
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procedures that hail from the
development programmes and the
colaborative and deliberative
planning principles.
In the Algarve PROT (2007), three main aspects ofthe strategic evaluation proceaures
are put forward: the evaluation of the extent to which results match objectives; an
evaluation aimed at
preemptive measures and corrective or minimizing actions;
and the evaluation ofthe relevance and suitability orstrategies, this latter aspect reflecting
a vision which is closer to the evaluation criteria nsed in programmes which are EU co
funded. One can recognize that the evaluation approach in this PROT was basically
confined to the previously referred concepts of confom1ity, impact nrevention and the
territorial dynamics monitoring.
The Wcst and Tagus Valley PROT (2009), which includes a self-contained section
on territorial governance, provides for a formal organizational strueture of
Evaluation and Management. Amongst other aspects, this structure aims to ensure that
different stakeholders are involved and eommitted to agree
on a common
based strategy, and to "actively promote relationships between the community,
and local government and thc central government". In this case, the evaluation approach
and negociation between
the relevance or the processes of
different actors. Concurrently, so does the Alentejo PROT (2010), which includes a
Management and Control System, which ensures joint agreement between sectors, co
of sectoral plans, programmes and policies which
the territory, and
in with
and local development policies.
the Greater Lisbon Area PROT (made available for public discussion at
the end of 20 I 0) goes one step further, arguing that the proposed system of indicators
should aim at establishing a ehannel of permanent communication between the various
develorlment actors and help to empower them.
A similar vision is to be found in the National Strategy for Integrated
of the Coastal Zone
Estrategia Nacional para a Gestfio Integrada da Zona
Costeira), approved in 2009 (MAOT,
The ENGIZC sets out a model "f""'fN·."mN'
based on three complementary platforms: i) negotiated
the relevant ministries (inter-ministerial co-ordination
between depatiments with coastal management responsabilities (policy co-ordination
platform); iii) and bringing in universities and other research institutions to produce
scientific knowledge useful lor monitoring the coast and for training
in the coastal management field (knowledge platform). Cutting across all three of these
is a fourth one, which disseminates the results of monitoring procedures and
makes relevant information available to all the bodies involved and to citizens, thus
the way for more informed policy-making and public participatiOi
Fifteen years ago, Ferrao (1996) stated that evaluation should not be confined "to
a more or less sophisticated set of technical and bureaucratic conformity procedures;
rather, it should be a process whereby the various types ofactors involved are collectively
That concem is now
enshrined
motivated and given the ability to learn" (p.
in various territorial managemcnt instmments (plans, programmes, and strategies). It
is generally
today that the evaluation of plans and their impact, and the
evaluation of territorial dynamics, need to go hand in hand with the evaluation of forms
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ofcommunication, the exchange of information, the sharing of knowledge, participation,
decision and govcmance. It is also recognized that the aims of these fonns orevaillation
should be to empower the organizations involved, and the public, and to make them
aware that these processes will bring the benefits of collective
institutional
and social innovation.
It is not enough, therefore, to evaluate the practices and processes associated with
the design, implementation and
of the various instruments of territorial
management. The evaluation exercise itself must emerge as an important souree of
icy-learning and social innovation, especially for the bodies respollsible for the
instrument being evaluated, for the institutions and actors with which they interact, and
for the citizenry as a whole.
In this context, particular significance attaches to the knowledge brokerage processes,
instruments and techniques used between research communities and
more generally, between the various stakeholders involved. Sheate and Rosario (20 I 0)
draw on
from the United
and Portugal (including the ENGIZC)
to analyze how strategic environmental assessments,
appropriate practices for
communication and dialogue, may help to establish a climate of trust between the
v~lrious stakeholders. thus facilitating a broader
of knowledge between them,
and generating processes of mutual learning and institutional empowerment.

2.3. Questioning the present: on the verge of a new
development?

of

The trends analyzed above show that evaluation in the neld of spatial planning in
in 20 II seems to be on thc threshold of a new stage of development. There are a number
of reasons for this.
First, the closing of the cycle during which the fundamental instruments of spatial
planning in Portugal were being put together The National Spatial Planning Poliey
Programme and the Regional Spatial Plans has made it
not only to
national and
guidelines for local govcmment and sectoral policies, but also to
shift: the focus of attention from the drafting of plans to the processes of monitoring and
2(10).
the idea or evaluation as a merely reactive and discontinuous process,
to extemal demands of a coercive and generally normative nature, is giving
way to a culture in which evaluation is seen as a process which practitioners arc willing to
make continuous for different reasons, such as the need to account for options chosen and
to make them politically legitimate, or bringing forward solutions which are 'nnrf)nri~tp
complex and unpredictable contexts.
conception of evaluation has
proactive and strategic vision of spatial planning,
the traditional stance of physical and nonnative
evaluation as it is currently undertaken in the field of spatial planning reflects
of a number of different influences, some of them intemal (the
technical and legal conformity and the evaluation of territorial
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Figure 1. The Evolution of Evaluation in Territorial Planning in Portugal

and social and economic development
the management ofEU structural funds),
A new institutional context, a new evaluation culture, a new vision ofspatial planning,
increasing cross-fertilization with evaluation practices and processes developed in other
domains: these seem to be the key ingredients ofa new stage in a development path \vhich
reflects two separate but increasingly interconnected historical narratives the historv of
and the
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In e{hoct, the evaluation of the tcrritorial management system. as
in 1998 in the Territorial Planning and Urbanism Act (LBPOTU), has become parl of
a wider universe of territorial evaluation, which includes not onlv the public Dolicy of
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exists, in tenns of objectives, approaches and methodologies, between the evaluation of
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and brought up to date
We are nevertheless still a long way from the widespread acceptance of a culture of
evaluation, under which evaluation is
by institutions and
demanded by the public. And the prevailing vision, cven among bodies with formal
responsibilities in this field, is still relatively conventional. If the organizations that have
responsibilities in spatial planning are to adopt a culture of strategic evaluation, then
there must be a
in the attitudes and behaviours of political decision-makers,
technical administrative staff, and even evaluation specialists. However, there is some
resistance to such
and conflicts of purpose, approach and method bet\veen the
different epistemic communities involved. This
why several authors are critieal
or even disbelieving in this context (e.g. Goncalves, 2010; Costa, 201
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Key Instruments:
A - Evaluation Study - Quevit and Marquez 11990)
B - lBPOTU - Tefritoria! Planning and Urbanism Act (1998)
c- AlA - Enllj(onmentallmpact Assessment (2000)
0- PNPOT - Natkmal Spatial Planning Policy Programme (2007)
E- AAE -Strategic Envlronmental Msessrr.ent (2007)
F - PPR Evaluation Methodology (2009)

3. The TIA from a Portuguese perspective:
issues and opportunities
The previous sections have outlined the background of evaluation as a component
or spatial planning policy in Portugal via the introduction of its key influences and
development stages. In addition, a brief portrait of contemporary evaluative
and the legislative framework has been outlined. The following sections will examine
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the TIA (Territorial Impact Assessment) and highlight the two core issues perceIved as
central to the validity of this evaluation instrument. Finally, the scenario of potential
application ofthe TlA it! Portugal will be reviewed, underlining the anticipated obstacles
and necessary conditions for it to be accomplished.

3.1. What impacts to assess?
The notioH of territorial impact assessment (TIA) can be traced back as far as the late
1960s, and its evolution has been thoroughly detailed in the literature (e.g. Zonneveld
and Waterhout, 2009; Hague, 2010). L1rgcly developed amidst the policy interaction
between the EU and its member-states, the primary rationale behind territorial impact
assessment exercises has been the notion that if any Ell-made policy, either spending or
carries a territorial impact at the member-state level then the latter should be
examined in order to better inform the process of decision-making ..However, the notion
of what constitutes an impact is far from straightforward.
The difficulty in determining and describing impacts sits with the need to determine
by What standards we are guided, and the nature of the impacts themselves.
the
of a territorial
assessment instrument is hindered by the wide array
of sources of information available and the fact that it is impossible to isolate a specific
impact in order for it to be accuratly measured. But if we succeed in doing so, we must
then develop a scale of values with which to compare our assessment rcsults. And here
lies a core problem of the TIA, the lack of a set of clear standards as regards territorial
quality. Unlike the strategic environmental assessment exercises, which have a clear set
of targets (i.e. air pollution levels, energy consumption, etc.), the notion of territorial
quality is far from being defined. Furthermore, there is little debate about it (Zonneveld
and Waterhout, 2009). It is something of a paradox to be discussing the evaluation
instnlment without clarifying in advance the terms of that same cvaluation. In the end,
a qualitative interpretation of the outcome of the evaluation process will have to be
made.
Another difficulty in determining the full extent of the territorial impact ofEU
relates to their direct or indirect nature. As far as direct territorial impacts are concerned,
i.e. impacts with a physical dimension, we can envisage a
assessment
process. However, when we consider indirect impacts, namely those that affect
in territorial governance, then we are faced with a much harder challenge. Behavioural
changes arc at the core of any shift in territorial governance patterns. But how do we
assess them?
Any evaluation framework will first have to take into account that there will be
esponsible f(lr a behavioural shift. The most likely scenario is that a
promote a consistent set of praetices and governance solutions that
environmcnts. In addition, how do we calibrate an
evaluation instrument to pick on eventual shifts in governance patterns? Above all, such
an assessment requires a time frame that allows for the influence of a set of policies to
embed into the knowledge pool ofdomestic actors and consequently promote behavioural
change.
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on governance systems depends on a deep-rooted reaction by an
since these are impacts on standard practices, routincs and ways
To promote change in what is to all intents and purposes an entrenched
institutionalised behaviour should be percei ved as very stressful. Consequently,
out slIeh impacts is an extremely complex process probablv unsuited for a streamlined
evaluation approach such as the TIA

3.2. is the TiA truly necessary?
There is no consensus on the TIA. In fact, as argued by Zonneveld and Waterhout (2009),
there is actually some strong opposition to the development of an independent TIA
instrument at the EU level, and the road ahead should be the integration
elements into the existing European Commission's
instrument. The latter was created by the EC ill 2002 following the European Council
meetings of Gothemburg and Laeken in 2001. This new instrument, which replaces
the former single-sector type assessments, takes into consideration simultaneouslv the
economic, social and environmental effects of proposed policies. Il also
of European polIcy through betler-informed
processes. The production of Impact Assessment Guidclines (EC,
reviewed (EC, 2(09), allowed to clarify the principles, procedures and key
steps that the integrated impact assessment exercises must follow
The rationale underpinning the opposition to the developmcnt of an independent TIA
instrument at the EU level is closely linked to the ellorts at the Commission level to
streamline assessment procedures and the development of good governance
and Waterhout, 2009). Besides, the existence of the TIA is not, per
a guarantee that
all the relevant territorial issues will fall undcr its scope. In other words,
may not be considered if they do not possess a directly idcntifiable
territorial dimension, which is to say that all indirect territorial impacts will not be
examined
the TIA.
Furthermore, there are additional difficulties in a
TlA, such as the very nature ofEU directives and the
into domestic policy environments. The high degree of detail in terms of
and expected outcomes, particularly in environmental policies, is to a
the member-state's ability to comply (Zonneveld and Waterhout,
Thiel (2009: J 138) correctly states that"besides several technical
it seems to be unlikely that land use will become significant
dimension of Impact Assessment and modelling as it is confronted with an unfavourable
institutional environment at the European level". Perhaps the debate about TIA, on the
eve of a post-2013 new policy-cycle that will have to take the principle of territorial
cohesion into account, may result not in a new evaluation instmment but rather in the
creation of a more favourable institutional environment towards a broader consideration
of the territorial dimension in the existent European Commision's integrated approach
to impact assessment.
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Concurrently, the EU may lay dOWll a 'soft' nOll-structural approach to an integrated
evaluation practice that contrasts with the nan'ow, sectoral and biased nature of the
of the existent evaluation instruments. In this sense, the EU should promote
a holistic and stable evaluation framework and a minimum approach sharable by all
member-states. The opportunity for such 'soft' approach to be
presents itself with the upcoming post-2013 financial programming period. The EU
sould act now in order to pre-emptively promote the existence of a new generation of
integrated impact assessment instruments that take on board a territorial component.
This new generation of evaluation instruments must take into account the ErA and SEA
requisits, avoid the duplication ofevaluation exercises, and contribute to the deVelopment
of shared visions between different policy sectors 19
All in all, we can argue that there is no conclusive evidence to support the need for
the TIA and that there is perhaps as yet unexplored scope t()r manoeuvre on how to
enhance the capability of integrated impact assessment instruments to consider territorial
of the shape it may take, any fonn of territorial
impacts. Nevertheless, and
and institutional
impact assessment must be perceivcd as an exercise in policy
innovation. This implies a need for greater clarity in thc evaluation methodologies to be
used, and their ellective appropriation by the epistelllic communities and institutional
bodies on the ground that will carry out thc evaluation proccss per se.

4. The TIA in Portugal: thinking ahead
implementation of the TIA in Portugal is a multivariable
with a less than predictable outcome. The near future in this matter is closely
dependent on five inter-related factors: first, the political options chosen at the European
the political stance at the national level; thirdly, the power relations
between difTerent epistemic communities; fourthly, the institutional capacity for change
and innovation under strong institutional stress; and the fifth and final factor, the degree
of pressure from civil society for the enhancement of evaluation as a policy instrument.
As far as the first factor is concerned, at the EU level, the issue at stake is how
territorial cohesion framed within the treaty of Lisbon will bc taken into consideration
in the context of the new cohesion policy under the next programming period for EU
structural funds (2013-2020). Neither the Europe 2020 strategy (CEC, 2010a) nor the
Fifth Report on Economic, Social and Territorial Cohesion (CEC, 201Ob) shed much
on the matter. Theoretically speaking, we can anticipate a multitude of scenarios,
including variables such as whether the TlA will have to be mandatory or not, what its
exact scope will be (i.e. projects of relevant size, plans, programmes, etc), to which
stage ofthe plan-cycle is the evaluation process applicd (i.e. ex-ante/policy development
or ex-post/policy implementation, enforcement and legitimation), what its nature will
encompass (i.e. nonnative instrument for preemptive impact assessmcnt or a

J 9. E.g. The Integrated
(Geater London Authority,
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framework for territorial governance embodying the princinlf'<
and finally what the context of its implementation will be
instruments with EU co-financing
with a relevant tcnitorial
As far as the second factor is concerned, much ofthe outcome
of the TIA in Portugal is
linked to the
policy at the government level. In fact, historically speaking
migrated from the designated Ministry of Public Works (Urban Planning) to the
Regional Development (Regional Planning, similar to the French concept of
Amblagemenl du Terri/oire), and later on to the Ministry of the Environment
1). These shifts in political ownership have detennined that planning, as a public policy,
evolved in a scenario of increasing mUltiple competing int1ucnces, in particular as a result
ofEU environmental and cohesion policies. In this sense, the eventual application of the
TIA is closely linked to the future political ownership of spatial planning in Portugal.
The third factor to be taken into account if the TIA instrument is to be implemen
refers to the power relations between the different epistemic communities
involved in thc process. If we take into account the ('{)f11n"';';W'
between the cnvironmental and cohesion policies, the latter
of territorial cohesion, then we rna y argue that the episternic community closer to
the territorial issues may well look upon the TIA as a counterpoint to the Strategic
Environmental Assessment (SEA). This scenario would mcan that the same project, plan
or programme would have to undergo both evaluation processes simultaneously,
to an even morc complex and time-collsuming process of development and
of spatial planning instruments. The alternative, the combination of both TIA and SEA
into a single evaluation instrument, would certainly be rejected by the environmental
policy epistemic community, unless such a combination is in fact a simple add-on to the
SEA. Nevertheless, the impact of the power relations between the two epistemic
communities is not confined to the performance of evaluation instruments as discussed
in this third factor. In fact, these powcr relations under the form of lobbying pressures
can be traced back to the political options at the EU and national levels described lU1der
the two previous factors.
The fourth factor determining the outcome of the implcmentation of the TIA in
is the ability of central, regional and local government bodies to take on board
and apply thc new evaluation instruments. The contemporary context of financial and
economic crisis has speeded up the process of rationalisation of publIc services, leading
to the abolition and merging of different departments, overall cutbacks in the number
of public servants, and an enforced halt to career development plans. Under this intense
institutional stress, it will be particularly dilllcult to consolidate a culture of evaluation
if it is not possible to ensure sustainable policy-learning dynamics. Furthermore, we
have to anticipate the possible overlap between the TIA and ongoing domestic territorial
evaluation programmes. We may be overloading the cpistemic communities and
institutions involved (institutional fatigue), thus weakening the underlying purpose of
the evaluation process.
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Last but not least, the fifth nlctor relates to the potential public pressure from civil
to Gonvalves
for the enhancement ofevaluation as a policy instrument.
this pressure should cmerge trom the existence of 'a network ofentities
pecifically
to promote the advance of available KnnW'f'CIC
the evaluation of
with a territorial impact'. The purpose of
tbis network is twoiold. It would seek to overcome the inaction of the state as well as
to promote a politically democratic evaluation instead of a purely technical one, i.e. an
evaluation that takes into account citizens' opinions of the policy under review. These
networks may also contribute to the consolidation of existing fOlms of participatory
planning and promote a concept of spatial planning based on pluralism, equity and social
justice (Cabral, 2010).
In retrospect, evaluation as a component of spatial planning policy has developed
anlidst a setofconflicting influences from othcrpolicy fields, mainly environmental policy
and cohesion policy. In this sensc, the progress of evaluation as a crucial component of
policy is
linked with the emergence of an
open to innovative evaluation concepts,
as an autonomous and renewed field
new approaches and
research networks, will
practices and competencies transtelTed to the domestic policy arena via the socialisation
of Portuguese entities in transnational cooperation environments.
The need to address the fhture of the TIA in Portugal is of undeniable value in this
context. However, there has to date been hardly any domestic dcbate on the benefits
and limitations of the TIA. In fact, and although it corresponds to an old aspiration
of spatial planning experts, there is little reference to the TIA apart from the generie
statements under the political support given to non mandatory EO initiatives such as
the First Programme for the Implementation of the Territorial
of the European
Union (DGOTDU,
which states the need for telTitorial impact assessments of
sectoral policies to be carTied out.

5. Concluding Remarks
Evaluation as a component ofspatial planning in Portugal currently stands at a crossroads.
We are nevertheless in a position to outline the factors that may influence the direction in
which it will evolve in the near future.
To begin with, we must take into account the track record of the practice of
evaluation within the Portuguese spatial planning policy context. Evaluation practices
in this specific context have been increasingly defined by the influenee of other policy
fIelds. The lack of autonomy of spatial planning as a public policy in Portugal can be
Significantly justified by the fact that, unlike other fields of public policy,

20. See Line of Action 2 ("To influence EU key dossiers and to give a territorial/urban dimension to
sectoral policies"), Action 2.2
the territorial impacts of sectoral policies
with sectoral
nnlicv-mRk"r~ "nn iointi"
introrlllct;Ofl of territorial impact assessment
policy process").
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has until now remained outside the sct of formal competencies held by the LUlV,J""11
Union.
it has been less
to direct exogenous influences trc1l1sferred
via EO directives and other coercive-like means, Howcvcr, it has been
to
hijacked
other fields of public
environmental
that evolve within a clear EU normative framework. 'I11ese circumstances have
detelmined how the rationale underpinning the use and the importance of the processes
of evaluation in the field of spatial planning evolved in Portugal from an evaluation of
and technical conformity to a preemptive evaluation of impacts, and later on to an
evaluation ofterritorial dynamics and planning processes and practices.
culture of evaluation in spatial planning
In sum, we can argue that there is a
in Portugal. But this trend is still in its embryonic stage of development as a result of a
short-lived tradition of evidence-based policy-making.
There are nevertheless identifiable clues to a shift in terms of the philosophy behind
the purpose and use of evaluation as policy instrument in PortugaL For vAUllllJI'0.
there is a groWlllg recognition of the limits to the use of evaluation as a reactive and
discontinuous process, largely
by exogenous influences of a coercive and
normative nature. In fact, there is evidence of the emergence of a new culture
of evaluation.
linked with the
need to enhance the
and
legitimacy of public policy
at the domestic level, as well as to
solutions to
and
scenarios. In addition, this emerging new culture of evaluation is
more proactive and strategic approach to
planning which complements its more
and nomlative land use
tradition.
Despite this trend towards change in the culture of evaluation in Portugal, there are
still signiftcant obstacles to be overcome if spatial planning, as a public policy, is to benefit
fully from evaluation as a source of policy-learning and institutional innovation. To start
With, thcrc is a persistence of sector-based and veliically hierarchical organizational
behaviours throughout the Portuguese civil service. This silo culture hinders significantly
the sharing of information and the development of common solutions, and hence the
of policy monitoring and evaluation systems. For instances, the evaluation of
territorial dynamics, which mobilizes
data sources, faces a series
of human resources, a factor
cultural and even technical obstacles that add to a
not to be undenated. In addition,
systems tend to either overstretch their scope
to unrealistic levels or seem oblivious of the
and decision-makers whom
are
eXIPectel1 to inform. Furthermore, there is a need to streamline existing sets of indicators
in order to allow for a systemic, multi-scalar understanding of European, national,
regional ami local levels.
Overcoming these obstacles requires a reflection on what are the conditions for this
to happen, [<irst and foremost, a
must take place in the attitudes and behaviours
of political decision-makers, public officials and even evaluation experts if the resistance
to the prospect of fact-finding evaluative processes is to decrease. It is also an issue of
attitudes and behaviours that partly defines the tensions between the distinct
communities involved in the evaluation process, In fact, although there is little debate
in Porturral on the purposes, concept and proccsscs of evaluation in
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different epistemic communities use distinct approaches and methodologies and compete
among themselves to control very specific niches of the evaluation market, mostly linked
assessment of EU instruments and
to the
So what does the future entail? As addressed in this
source of influence with strong potential to act as a
of a culture of evaluation in the field of
Here we refer to
the
is not
the TIA. However, as we have
a certainty, nor is it a guarantee of a
the present culture of evaluation.
The future seems strongly
on political
taken at the Euroocan and
national levels; power relations behveen the different epistemic communities involved
in the evaluation processes; and institutional capacity for
and innovation in a
context of strong institntional stress.
Hence, the potential fuhlre adoption of the TIA in Portugal, and to a
extent of
evaluation as a crucial component of spatial planning
rather than a methodological
issue, entails a political option involvingjudgmcnts on policy-learning and institutional
priorities, and territorial cohesion and governance as
action and cooperation on territorial matters. In this scnse, the
of evaluation of public policy in
suggests that the adopt ion (If the
happen either as the result of an external influence (EU) Of as the result of
a strong pohttcalleadership at the Ministry responsible for territorial issues.
Howcvcr, there is arguably no conclusive evidence to support the need for the TIA
and in foresight the most plausible scenario, and probably the most desirable one, is
the explicit introduction of a territorial dimension in the existing EU integrated
assessment instruments. The opportunity prcsents itself in the upcoming new
making
from 2013 onwards. In this context, an important role canbe developed by
the EU, promoting a holistic and stable evaluation framework and a minimum
sharable by all member-states.
of the
it may take, any future form of tcrritorial impact asscssment
as an exercise in policy learning, institutional innovation and citizenship.
This is crucial to guarantee a more inteligent relationship between the territorial cohesion
objective, the need to reinforce the coordination of sectoral policies with relevant
tcrritorial impacts, the developmcnt of emcient forn1s of territorial governance, and
the use of innovative approaches to
planning policY evaluation.
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